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Unit 10 

The earliest known European portrayal 
of the New World’s inhabitants:  

a sixteenth-century woodcut showing 
South Americans practicing free-love  

and cannibalism.  



Today’s Goals 

•  To talk about classics  
•  To do some Bioscience Terms 
•  To go over Unit 10 material 



Bioscience Term I 
•  meiosis 

–  {meio} = lessen 
–  {-sis} = process 
–  In meiosis, the chromosones are lessened in 

number.  

•  Compare 
–  mitosis ({mito} = thread) (in “mitosis,” the 

chromatin in a nucleus becomes like a thread) 
–  meiotic 
–  postmeiotic 



Bioscience Term II & III 
•  mycelium 

•  {myc} = fungus, mushroom 
•  {elium} from “epithelium” “thing ({-ium}) on 

({epi-}) the nipple” ({thel}) = outer layer of 
mucous membranes. 

•  mycelium is the vegetative tissue of fungi, 
consisting of hyphae 

•  hypha (plura: hyphae) 
–  from Greek “hyphe,” which means web  
–  hyphae are the threads that make up the plant-like mass of a 

fungus. 



Classics 

•  Classics is the study of the Ancient Greeks 
and Romans 

•  We offer a major in classics here 
–  It’s like getting a degree in history or English 
–  It’s good preparation for graduate work.  

•  We teach both Latin and Greek at UC Davis 
•  Learning Latin is a great way to improve your 

English 
•  There is a nationwide shortage of Latin high-

school teachers--these are good jobs at good 
schools.  



Unit 10 
The Locations of Indo-European 

Languages 



Unit 10 
•  The Indo-European 

Language Family 
Tree 



Unit 10 
Language Families 



Sources of English 
Vocabulary 

•  Indo-European 
–  Direct through Germanic 
–  Indirect through Latin and Greek used by 

educated people 
–  Indirect through French 

•  Period of French rule of England in Middle Ages 
•  Modern French 

–  Indirect through other Indo-European languages 
like Spanish or Italian--but it obviously can include 
more exotic languages. 

•  Other languages 


